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Overview
Texas Student Data System Texas Education Data Standards

Effective with 2016-2017 school year, all Texas public schools are submitting PEIMS data via the Texas Student Data System.

The PEIMS EDIT+ system is officially retired.
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The Career and Technical Education program PEIMS data is collected through the TSDS system two times per year.
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The first time is the fall “snapshot” data submission;
Last Friday in October
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The second time is the summer collection when the distinct number of CTE participants in each school are reported for the school year.
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What CTE data is collected by the Texas Education Agency?
What CTE PEIMS Data is Reported?

FALL SNAPSHOT COLLECTIONS
- CTE PARTICIPATION CODE - $$$$$$$
- DISPLACED HOMEMAKER INDICATOR CODE
- SINGLE PARENT / PREGNANT TEEN CODE
- TRANSPORTATION CTE SUPPORT SERVICE
- SERVICE ID (CTE COURSES)

SUMMER DATA COLLECTIONS
- SERVICE ID (CTE COURSE COMPLETIONS)
- ADVANCED TECHNICAL CREDIT (ATC) CODE
- CTE ATTENDANCE DATA - $$$$$$$
1. The CAREER-AND-TECHNICAL-ED-IND-CD indicates whether a student is enrolled in a state-approved career and technical education course as an elective or as a participant in the district's career and technical coherent sequence of courses.
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CTE PEIMS Code Choices

0 – Student is Not Enrolled In A CTE Course

1 - Enrolled In A CTE Course
A student in grades 6-12 who is taking a CTE course as of the fall snapshot date or completed a CTE course by the end of the school year.

2 - Participant In A Coherent Sequence Of Courses
A student in grades 9-12 who is enrolled in a sequential course of study, which develops occupational knowledge, skills, and competencies relating to a CTE program of study.

The student must have a 4-year plan of study to take 2 or more CTE courses for 3 or more credits.
The term `displaced homemaker' means an individual who:
A. has worked primarily without remuneration to care for a home and family, and for that reason has diminished marketable skills; 
has been dependent on the income of another family member but is no longer supported by that income; or
The term `displaced homemaker' means an individual who:

B. or is a parent whose youngest dependent child will become ineligible to receive assistance under part A of title IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) not later than 2 years after the date on which the parent applies for assistance under such title; and
The term `displaced homemaker' means an individual who:

C. **and** is unemployed or underemployed and is experiencing difficulty in obtaining or upgrading employment.
The Displaced Homemaker Code is reported with a Yes (Code 1) or No response (Code 0).
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3. SGL-PARENT-PREG-TEEN-CODE

SGL-PARENT-PREG-TEEN-CODE indicates whether the student in the career and technical education program is: 1) unmarried or legally separated from a spouse; and has a minor child(ren) for which the parent has either custody or joint custody, or 2) pregnant.
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SGL-PARENT-PREG-TEEN-CODE (continued)

SGL-PARENT-PREG-TEEN-CODE is reported with the following codes:
0 - Not Applicable To This Student
2 - Single Parent
7 - Pregnant Teen
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4. TRANSPORTATION-CTE-SUPPORT-SERVICE

TRANSPORTATION-CTE-SUPPORT-SERVICE indicates whether the economically disadvantaged student enrolled in a career and technical education course receives special transportation services to enable the student to commence or continue career and technical training.
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TRANSPORTATION-CTE-SUPPORT-SERVICE

(continued)

The Transportation CTE Support Service code is reported with a Yes (Code 1) or No response (Code 0).
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5. SERVICE-ID

SERVICE-ID refers to the student instructional services provided by the CTE teachers. This is commonly known as the CTE course Code.
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SERVICE-ID

(continued)

For CTE students, the SERVICE-ID reflects the CTE course(s) that the CTE student is taking on the snapshot date (last Friday in October).
The Service ID (course number) is reported from PEIMS code table C022.
The ATC-INDICATOR-CODE indicates a high school course for which college credit may be awarded by a post-secondary institution under the conditions of a local articulation agreement or the statewide Advanced Technical Credit (ATC) program agreement.

ATC = Advanced Technical Credit
The ATC-INDICATOR-CODE is not reported in the Fall Snapshot submission. It is reported in the Summer Submission 3 only and is reported as part of the course completion data.

Keep your eye on this information throughout the school year!
The ATC Indicator Code is reported with a Yes (Code 1) or No response (Code 0) in the Summer submission.
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7. Career and Technical Education Attendance Data

School receive additional and weighted funding for the eligible CTE students that are reported with CTE attendance data. CTE Contact hours convert to CTE full time equivalents (FTEs).

Keep your eye on this information throughout the school year!
8. CTE Course Completions

Schools report the courses that a student attempted and completed at the end of the school year. Completed CTE courses are used to tabulate the official number of CTE students for the entire school year.

Keep your eye on this information throughout the school year!
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How is the CTE Data reported through PEIMS?
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For the fall submission (Submission 1)

A CTE student is reported with their CTE participation code as of the “last Friday in October”.
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For the fall submission (Submission 1)

A CTE student is reported with their CTE Indicator Code as of the “last Friday in October”.
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For the fall submission (Submission 1)

A CTE student is reported with the Displaced Homemaker Code as of the “last Friday in October”.
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For the fall submission (Submission 1)

A CTE student is reported with the Single Parent/Pregnant Teen Code as of the “last Friday in October”.
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For the fall submission (Submission 1)

A CTE student is reported with the Transportation CTE Support Service code as of the “last Friday in October”.
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For the fall submission (Submission 1)

A CTE student is reported with the CTE Service ID (course) codes that they are taking as of the “last Friday in October”.
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Quality Assurance Procedures for CTE Data Reported to the Texas Education Agency
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TSDS Data Quality Validations test the content of the reported data for accuracy by comparing CTE data with other PEIMS information.

-Checking data relationships-
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TSDS Data Quality Validations (Submission 1 - Fall):

**PEIMS Validation Rule** 40110-0085
A student enrolled in a career and technical education course must be reported with career and technical education program and course data.
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TSDS Data Quality Validations (Submission 1 - Fall):

PEIMS Validation Rule 40110-0088
A student reported in the career and technical education program must be in grade level "06" - "12".
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TSDS Data Quality Validations (Submission 1 - Fall):

**PEIMS Validation Rule 40110-0089**

If there are students in grade levels "06" - "12", then generally at least one student should be in the career and technical education program.
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TSDS Data Quality Validations (Submission 1- Fall)

PEIMS Validation Rule 40110-0090
There should be at least one Career & Technical Education student that is a participant in a coherent sequence of courses.
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TSDS Data Quality Validations (Submission 1- Fall):

PEIMS Validation Rule 40110-0086
A career and technical education student that is a participant in a coherent sequence of courses should be reported with career and technical education program and course data.
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TSDS Data Quality Validations (Submission 1)

PEIMS Validation Rule 40110-0087
A student in grades 6, 7, or 8 must not be reported as participating in the career and technical education coherent sequence of courses.
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TSDS Data Quality Validations (Submission 1- Fall):

PEIMS Validation Rule 41169-0003
A career and technical education student receiving special transportation services must be economically disadvantaged.
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Data Quality Validations (Submission 1- Fall):

PEIMS Validation Rule 40170-0004
If the service ID reported for a CTE student is a middle school career and technical education course, then the student must be in grade "06" - "08".
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Quality Assurance Reports for Districts and Charter Schools

Reporting CTE Data
Student Enrollment (counts) By Program:
Career and Technical Education Program

- Report includes a total student count and percentage.
- Report can be run at LEA level or campus level.
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TSDSPEIMS Data Quality Validation Reports (Submission 1 - Fall):

TSDS PEIMS Report PDM1-120-009
Disaggregation of PEIMS Student Data - Page 2

Student Enrollment By Student Groups (Ethnicity):
Career and Technical Education

• Report includes a total student count and percentage by ethnicity/race.
• Report can be run at LEA level or campus level.
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TSDS PEIMS Data Quality Validation Reports
(Submission 1 - Fall):

TSDS PEIMS Report PDM1-122-001

Career and Technical Education Students by Sex and Ethnicity and Courses

This report will show the reader the ethnicity and gender distributions by CTE courses.
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TSDS PEIMS Data Quality Validation Reports (Submission 1 - Fall):

TSDS PEIMS Report PDM1-122-002

Career and Technical Education Courses

This report will show the reader all of the unique CTE courses taught on a particular campus or at a school.
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TSDS PEIMS Data Quality Validation Reports (Submission 1 - Fall):

TSDS PEIMS Report PDM PDM1-122-003

Students by Career and Technical Indicator Code and Grade

This report gives the reader the distribution of the CTE Indicator Code by grade level.
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TSDS PEIMS Data Quality Validation Reports (Submission 1 - Fall):

TSDS PEIMS Report PDM1-122-004
Career and Technical Roster by Career and Technical Indicator Code

This report lists all of the names of the CTE students as well as the level of CTE participation.
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